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ABSTRACT A survey on automated lip-reading approaches is presented in this paper with the main focus
being on deep learning related methodologies which have proven to be more fruitful for both feature
extraction and classification. This survey also provides comparisons of all the different components thatmake
up automated lip-reading systems including the audio-visual databases, feature extraction, classification
networks and classification schemas. The main contributions and unique insights of this survey are: 1) A
comparison of Convolutional Neural Networks with other neural network architectures for feature extraction;
2) A critical review on the advantages of Attention-Transformers and Temporal Convolutional Networks to
Recurrent Neural Networks for classification; 3) A comparison of different classification schemas used for
lip-reading including ASCII characters, phonemes and visemes, and 4) A review of the most up-to-date
lip-reading systems up until early 2021.

INDEX TERMS Visual speech recognition, lip-reading, deep learning, feature extraction, classification,
computer vision, natural language processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Research in automated lip-reading is a multifaceted disci-
pline. Due to breakthroughs in deep neural networks and
the emergence of large-scale databases covering vocabularies
with thousands of different words, lip-reading systems have
evolved from recognising isolated speech units in the form of
digits and letters to decoding entire sentences.

Lip-reading systems typically follow a framework where
there is a frontend for feature extraction, a backend for
classification and some preprocessing at the start. Stages of
automated lip-reading are outlined in Figure 1 and include the
following steps:

• Visual Input - Videos of people speaking are sampled
into image frames representing speech to be decoded.

• Pre-processing - This is where the region of interest
(ROI), i.e., the lips are located and extracted from the
raw image data. This involves detecting the face, locat-
ing the lips and extracting the lip region from the video
image. Some basic transformations are applied to the
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FIGURE 1. General framework for automated lip-reading.

ROI such as cropping to reduce the number of overall
operations needed for training and validation.

• Feature Extraction (Frontend) - This involves extracting
effective and relevant features from redundant features
and the mapping of high dimensional image data into a
lower dimensional representation.

• Classification (Backend) - This involves ascribing
speech to facial movements that have been transformed
into a lower dimensional feature vector.

• Decoded Speech - Speech is decoded in classes or
units and eventually encoded as spoken words or
sentences.

Traditional non-deep learning methods with hand-crafted
techniques were the first methods used for the automation of
lip-reading and such methods include, for instance, Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) [1]–[5]. A variety of different fea-
ture extraction techniques have been used including Linear
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Discriminant Analysis(LDA) [110], Principal Component
Analysis(PCA) [6], Direct Cosine Transformations(DCTs)
[107] and Active Appearance Models(AAMs) [109].

In recent years, more visual speech recognition sys-
tems have moved towards the use of deep learning net-
works for both feature extraction and classification and
in 2011, Ngiam et al. [6] first proposed a deep audio-visual
speech recognition system based on Restricted Boltzmann
Machines(RBMs) [7]. This means that traditional feature
extraction techniques like PCA have been superseded by
the use of neural networks. Feed-forward networks, Autoen-
coders [76] and Convolutional Neural Networks(CNNs) are
examples of networks that are used in lip-reading frontends.
CNNs account for majority of neural network frontends as
they are better at learning both spatial and temporal features,
and more effective at extracting relevant features.

FIGURE 2. Different classification schema.

Lip movements can be interpreted in different ways and
there are therefore different classification schemas that have
been introduced into the domain such as phonemes [8] or
visemes [9] classification. Figure 2 illustrates the various
interpretations of lip movements and classification schemas
used for lip-reading.

For classification, lip-reading backends predict speech
sequential in nature like words or sentences and tend to use
sequence processing networks like Recurrent Neural Net-
works(RNNs). RNNs take the form of either Long-Short
Term Memory networks(LSTMs) [99] or Gated Recurrent
Units(GRUs) [100]. Recently, alternative classification net-
works to RNNs such as Attention-based Transformers [103]
and Temporal Convolutional Network(TCNs) [105] have
been used in lip-reading backends.

There are other surveys on the topic of automated
lip-reading with a particular focus on deep learning, for
example, [10] and [11]. This survey has some unique insights
in that there is a more in-depth comparison of some of the
advantages of other alternative frontend networks to CNNs
such as feedforward neural networks and autoencoders; and
for classification, there is focus on lip-reading architectures
with Attention-Transformers and TCNs which have advan-
tages over RNNs; as well as there being a comparison of the

different classification schema used in lip-reading. This paper
also covers some of the most up-to-date approaches of late
2020 and early 2021.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First in
Section II, the different audio-visual databases used to train
and test lip-reading systems for decoding at the character,
word and sentence levels are described; then in Section III,
an overview of the different pre-processing aspects that make
up lip-reading systems is given. This is followed by a compar-
ison of the different frontend network architectures used for
feature extraction in Section IV, a comparison of the different
backend classification systems in Section V, and a compar-
ison of the different classification schema in Section VI.
In Section VII, a summary is given for performances of the
best performing lip-reading systems on some of themost pop-
ular audio-visual datasets. Finally in Section VIII, concluding
remarks are given along with suggestions for further research
and a summary of current challenges faced in the domain of
automated lip-reading.

II. DATASETS
As a data-driven process, the design and development of
lip-reading systems has been inevitably affected by available
data. Ideally, the data should be vocabulary rich, with varia-
tions in pose and illumination. Large data corpuses such as
LRS2 [38], LRS3-TED [39], LSVSR [8] have been com-
piled from hours of programmes that have been streamed
on the BBC, TED-X and YouTube. These corpuses consist
of thousands of videos of people uttering sentences with
thousands of different words. These datasets also consist of
people speaking at different angles with varying levels of
illumination.

Table 1 lists some of the main audio-visual datasets that
have been utilized for lip-reading over the last thirty years.
The first lip-reading datasets to be constructed were designed
for classifying isolated speech segments in the form of digits
and letters, with more recent datasets consisting of videos
designed to classify longer segments in the form of words.
Moreover, themost up-to-date lip-reading datasets consist not
only of longer speech segments, but segments in continuous
speech as opposed to isolated speech to better model visual
speech in real time.

A further development of lip-reading data corpuses in
addition to the nature of speech segments themselves is
the ability to train lip-reading systems to classify speech
from people speaking at various different angles(profile
views), as opposed to frontally facing the cameras(frontal
views). Additionally datasets such as LRW [40], LRS2 and
LRS3 have moved on to gathering videos from multiple
speakers as opposed to individual speakers, as one of the chal-
lenges facing the success of automated lip-reading systems
is the inability to generalize to different people - especially
unseen speakers who have not appeared in the training phase.

Other trends in the evolution of audio-visual corpuses
include varying resolutions to accommodate for the fact that
in real time, a person will often be speaking at varying
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TABLE 1. Available audio-visual datasets. I stands for Isolated (one speech segment per recording) and C stands for Continuous recording.

distances from a video camera. There have also been varying
frame rates to accommodate for videos that are sampled
at different frequencies as well having to contend with the
possibility of there not being enough temporal information
available due to the nature of videos having a low sam-
pling frequency. The majority of corpuses uses the English

language due to English being the World’s lingua franca,
though there are datasets that utilize other languages.

A. LETTER AND DIGIT RECOGNITION
Because research in automated lip-reading started with sim-
plest cases possible before gradually evolving to be suited
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to lip-reading natural spoken language in real time, the first
databases that were available for lip-reading were designed
for the task of recognizing English letters and digits.

TheAVLetters [18] dataset consists of 10 speakers (5males
and 5 females) uttering isolated letters from A to Z. Each
letter was repeated three times by the speaker, and videos
were recorded at a rate of 25 frames per second(fps) at an
audio sampling rate of 22.5 kHz. A higher definition edition
of the AVLetters database named AVLetters2 [19] was later
compiled; and it includes 5 speakers uttering 26 isolated
letters seven times with videos sampled at 50 fps, with an
audio sampling rate of 48 kHz.

The AVICAR [17] dataset was recorded in a moving car
with four cameras deployed on the dashboard for recording
videos. The dataset consists of 100 speakers (50 males and
50 females) with 86 of them available for downloading. Each
speaker was asked to first speak isolated digits and then
letters twice, followed by 20 phone numbers with 10 digits
each. Videos have a visual frame rate of 30 fps and an audio
sampling rate of 16 kHz.

Tulips [54] which was released in 1995 is one of the
oldest databases constructed for digit recognition. It consists
of 96 grayscale image sequences pertaining to 12 speakers
(9 males and 3 females) each uttering the first four English
digits twice. Videos were sampled at 30 fps with resolution
100×75 pixels and the images contain only the mouth region
of the speakers.

The M2VTS database [43] contains videos of 37 people
(25 men and 12 women) uttering consecutive French numer-
als from 0-9, which were repeated five times by each per-
son. The XM2VTSDB database [62] is an extension of the
M2VTS database, and was constructed by getting 295 people
to utter digits 0-9 in different orders. The VALID [58]
database was designed to test a lip-reading system’s robust-
ness to light and noise conditions which is why the videos
contain illumination, background and noise variations. Alto-
gether, it contains 530 videos with 106 speakers speaking in
five different environments.

AVDigits [14] is one of the largest datasets available for
digit classification. It contains videos recorded with normal,
whispered and silent speech and in it; participants read out
10 digits, from 0 to 9 in a random order five times in the three
different modes of speech. They spoke at normal volume for
the mode of normal speech, whispered for the whispering
mode and remained silent in silent speech mode. 53 partic-
ipants were recorded in total.

The CUAVE [26] (Clemson University Audio-Visual
Experiments) database includes speaker movement and
simultaneous speech from multiple speakers. It is split into
two major sections: the first consists of individual speakers
and the second consists of pairs of speakers. For the first
section, 36 speakers (17 males and 19 females) were recorded
with each speaker uttering 50 isolated digits while facing
the front; another 30 isolated digits while moving the head
and after that, the speaker was recorded from both profile
views while speaking 20 isolated digits. Each individual then

uttered 60 connected digits while facing the camera again.
Videos were recorded at 30 fps with an audio sampling rate
of 16 kHz.

Other corpuses constructed for digit recognition in speech
recognition include AV@CAR [15] for Spanish digits,
CENSREC-1-AV [24] for Japanese, NDUTAVSC [48] for
German; LTS5 [42] databases for French, AGH AV [12] for
Polish as well as other English datasets like IBMIH [34],
IBMSR [35] and QuLips [51].

B. WORD AND SENTENCE RECOGNITION
The focus of compiling datasets for letter and digit recog-
nition initially was not motivated solely by starting with
simplest cases possible, but also due to the simplicity in the
gathering of such data. Later, researchers focusedmore on the
task of predicting words, phrases and sentences in continuous
speech whereby they had to overcome the problem of trying
to identify different words that look or sound identical when
spoken.

The MIRACL-VC1 [44] database was released in 2014.
It consists of videos from 15 participants who each uttered
one of 10 possible words ten times, resulting in the avail-
ability of 1500 word videos. Videos were recorded using
an RGBD camera with resolution 640 × 480 pixels and a
frame rate of 15 fps. The videos were sampled into image
frames with the images being divided into colour pictures
and depth pictures - the latter of which contained more depth
information.

Other isolated word datasets for the English language
include MODALITY [46], AusTalk [13], CMU AVPFV [25]
and DAVID [27]. Corpuses for other languages include AVAS
[16] for Arabic, CAVSR1.0 [23] for Chinese and NDU-
TAVSC [48] for German.

Meanwhile, possibly the one of largest English word
datasets we have available to us today, LRW [65] con-
tains 1000 utterances of 500 different words, spoken by
over 1000 different speakers. Videos were extracted from a
number of BBC television programmes streamed between
2010 and 2016, and they are 1.16s long with a frame rate
of 50 fps without any audio.

LRW-1000 [41] is possibly one of the largest continuous
audio-visual datasets for words altogether consisting of over
700,000 samples of 1000 Chinese words spoken by over
2000 different speakers from Chinese CCTV programs. This
dataset is unique in that it consists of videos with varying
resolutions which makes it useful for the natural variability
of people speaking in real-time where you will either have
people speaking at varying distances from a video cam-
era or videos that have been recorded with varying spatial
dimensions.

TheXM2VTSDB [62] corpuswhich consists of 295 speak-
ers uttering digits, also consists of videos with the 295 speak-
ers pronouncing the sentence ‘‘Joe too parents green shoe
bench out’’. This makes it one of the oldest sentence-based
corpuses. The MIRACL-VC1 [44] dataset in addition to
having compiled word video data, also consists of sentence
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videos whereby each of the 10 speakers uttered one of ten
phrases ten times to generate 1500 phrase videos.

IBMViaVoice is one of the largest datasets available for
lip-reading sentences and it contains videos with 290 speak-
ers speaking a total of 24325 sentences with different
10500 words being spoken. It is however unavailable to the
public.

The OuluVS1 [49] database consists of 10 phrases spoken
by 20 speakers(17 males and 3 females), with each utter-
ance repeated by the speaker up to nine times. Videos were
recorded at 25 fps with an audio sampling rate of 48kHz. The
OuluVS2 [50] database is an extension of OuluVS1 which
also contains videos of these 10 phrases but spoken by with
52 different speakers.

The GRID [28] corpus consists of 34 speakers(18 males
and 16 females) who each utter 1000 sentences [28] that
follow a standard pattern of verbs, colours, prepositions,
alphabet, digits, and adverbs [28]. ‘‘Set white with p two
soon’’ is an example of one spoken sentence and each video
has a duration of 3 seconds with a sampling rate of 25 fps and
audio 25kHz.

The GRID-Lombard [29] database is an extension of the
GRID corpus and consists of 54 speakers(30 females and
24 males) who altogether pronounce 5400 sentences that
follow the GRID convention and take the form of ‘‘<verb>,
<colour>, <preposition>, <letter>, <number>, <adverb>’’
using combinations that do not appear in the GRID corpus.
It should be noted that the emphasis of this corpus is to not
only include profile views of people speaking in addition to
frontal views but to also provide videos of people speaking
according to Lombard speech so that the Lombard effect can
be modelled. The Lombard effect is the spontaneous habit of
a speaker to increase their vocal effort when speaking in loud
noise to enhance the audibility of their voice [30].

The TIMIT corpus is a dataset with audio recordings
of 630 speakers each speaking 10 different sentences to give
a total of 6300 sentences [66]. Several datasets with people
uttering sentences following the TIMIT structure have been
constructed.

The AV-TIMIT [1] database was constructed for perform-
ing speaker-independent audio-visual speech recognition and
the corpus contains videos of 233 speakers (117 males and
106 females) uttering TIMIT sentences [66]. Each speaker
was asked to utter 20 sentences, and each sentence was spo-
ken by at least 9 different speakers with one sentence that was
uttered by all the speakers. Videos were recorded at 30 fps
with a resolution of 720× 480 pixels and an audio sampling
rate of 16 kHz.

Similarly, the Vid-TIMIT [59] database is comprised of
videos of 43 speakers (19 females and 24 males), each pro-
nouncing 10 different TIMIT sentences. The videos were
recorded at 25 fps with resolution 512 × 384 pixels and
an audio-sampling rate of 32kHz. Meanwhile, the TCD-
TIMIT [53] database consists of videos of resolution 1920×
1080 pixels from 62 female speakers of whom 3 are profes-
sional lip readers and the other 59 are volunteers. The three

professionals say 377 sentences each while the remaining
speakers speak 98 sentences each.

In recent years, more challenging datasets consisting of
spoken sentences that are more random and less structured
have been constructed which consist of thousands of sen-
tences spoken by limitless people, with extensive vocabular-
ies covering thousands of different possible words so that
lip-reading systems can be generalised to natural spoken
language. The LRS2 [65] dataset is a sentence-based dataset
of videos without audio which was compiled by extracting
videos from BBC television programmes much like the LRW
corpus. Altogether the corpus covers 17,428 different words
with a total of 118,116 samples.

MV-LRS [47] is also a sentence-based dataset constructed
from videos from BBC programs with a total of 74,564 sam-
ples covering 14,960 words. However, unlike the LRS2 cor-
pus which only includes frontal shots, MV-LRS includes
both profile and frontal shots. The LRS3-TED [67] dataset is
another sentence-based dataset compiled in a similar fashion
by extracting videos from Ted-X videos where 150,000 sen-
tences were extracted from TED programs. LSVSR [68]
was built using YouTube videos with 140,000 hours of
audio, approximately 3,000,000 speech utterances and over
127,000 words making it the largest database to date.

Lip-reading datasets with people pronouncing sentences in
other languages have also been created too. Examples include
AV@CAR [15] and VLRF for Spanish, AVAS [16] and
AVSD [20] for Arabic, BL [22] and IV2 [36] for French,
UWB-05-HSAVC [56], and UWB-07-ICAV [57] for Czech,
the German NDUTAVSC [48] dataset, the Russian HAVRUS
[31] corpus and the HIT-AVDB-II [32] database that covers
Chinese and English.

C. MULTIVIEW DATABASES
In an ideal situation, an automated lip-reading would only
need videos of people speaking from frontal poses. However,
in practice it is impossible to always guarantee that the input
images will be exclusively from frontal shots.

Another challenge with pose is when a video with a talk-
ing person consists of that very person speaking at differ-
ent angles. When there is a static camera, a speaker may
rotate their face while speaking which results in the data
that is present consisting of a person speaking at multiple
angles in the very same video. Some datasets provide image
data recorded at various angles whilst a speaker is speaking,
though this is not always the case.

Many researchers argue that the frontal shots are not nec-
essarily the best angles to use for lip-reading. One reason
for this is that a slight angle deviation can be beneficial
because lip-protrusion and the rounding of the lip can be
better observed [11], [69].

III. PREPROCESSING
One of the stages of automated lip-reading is to extract the
region of interest and in the case of automated lip-reading,
the ROI that needs to be extracted is the person’s lips. The lip
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movements will be given a speech class label according to the
hierarchy of speech data explained in Section VI.

There are different feature representation methods that can
be used to represent lip movements and they can typically be
divided into four categories as summarized by Dupont and
Luettin [70]: geometric-based, image-based, model-based
and motion-based. A more detailed comparison of feature
representation can be found in the following works [70], [71].

The overwhelming majority of deep learning classification
methods use image-based feature representation and the input
will either be an image with channels of red, green and blue
pixel intensities or an input with grayscale images. A general
advantage of being able to use raw pixel data as a neural
network input is that there is less pre-processing involved as
there is no need to device hand-crafted models for extracting
facial contours or the representations of lip motion.

For a recorded video of a person speaking, an automated
lip-reading system will first need to sample the video into
image frames. Once the video has been sampled, the face
must be detected as part of a face localization step which
involves facial landmarks needing to be located in order to
extract just the speaking person’s lips as the ROI and feature
input to the visual frontend. Figure 3 outlines the process
of extracting the ROI of an individual speaking in a video,
while Figure 4 shows an example of an image frame and its
corresponding ROI.

FIGURE 3. A person’s face on the left with the extracted ROI shown on
the right.

FIGURE 4. Procedure for video processing.

A variety of face localization methods can be used for
extracting facial landmarks from people’s faces and such
approaches include Naive Bayes classifiers [72], neural net-
works [73], HMMs [74] and Principal Component Analysis
[75] to name a few. A more detailed review of face local-
ization procedures can be found in [74], though they all
typically use the standard iBug landmark convention where

68 landmarks are detected for the face. The procedure for
locating facial landmarks and to extract the ROI is shown
in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5. Facial landmark extraction stages which include face
detection(left), face tracking(middle) and facial landmark
detection(right).

For the first deep learning-based lip reading systems,
the ROI extraction was often performed as part of preprocess-
ing, but modern end-to-end lip reading systems now perform
ROI extraction during the feature extraction stages whereby
a frontend will have been trained to locate the ROI and this
means that video frames do not need cropping beforehand
[102], [104].

After locating and extracting the ROI, a series of
pre-processing steps will typically be applied to the image
and this is done to not only improve the efficiency of training
and validation by reducing the number of overall opera-
tions but also to limit variation as much as possible. Pre-
processing will often consists of processes such as grayscale
conversion, z-score normalization and some augmentation
techniques; though augmentation is implemented during the
training phase.

Images naturally consist of three pixel channels in the
red-green-blue(RGB) format with red, green and blue pixel
components. The challenge with images having multiple
colour channels is that there will be huge volumes of data
to work with, making the process computationally intensive.
So as a result, lip-reading systems will often consist of a
grayscale conversion stage where RGB pixels are converted
to a grayscale format beforehand.

Another pre-processing step is the Normalization process.
Normalizing helps to ensure consistency of scale when pro-
cessing images, which can improve a model’s ability to learn
if the scales for different features are very different. Z-score
normalization is the simplest of such techniques where a
correction is applied to all of the pixels by subtracting from
every pixel x the mean pixel value x̄ and then dividing by the
standard deviation σ to give a corrected pixel value x ′ with
zero-mean and unit-variance according to Eq. 1.

x ′ =
x − x̄
σ

(1)

In summary, the training of a good classification model
for speech recognition requires a lot of data and the lack
of the labelled training data leads to poor generalization.
A greater availability of training data will invariably lead
to a better classification model. However, when there is an
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insufficient supply of data available to begin with, augmenta-
tion can be a useful strategy which is where existing training
data is extended by adding modified or augmented samples.
New training samples can be created by applying various
transformations to existing labelled samples. Examples of
image-based augmentation techniques include rotation, scal-
ing, flipping, cropping, spatial or temporal pixel translation
and even the addition of Gaussian noise.

IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction for visual speech recognition has two main
purposes. The first is to separate redundant features in the
images from relevant features and the second is to convert
images from high-dimensional space into low-dimensional
space. A variety of techniques such as Active Appearance
Models, Active Shape Models, Discrete Cosine Transfor-
mation, Linear Discriminant Analysis, Principal Compo-
nent Analysis and Locality Discriminant Graphs have been
deployed for feature extraction in lip-reading and more
detailed information about such approaches can be found
in Zhou’s work [71]. Non-deep learning methods of feature
extraction will not be discussed in this Section. For most
of the up-to-date state-of-the-art lip-reading systems, deep
learningmethods are preferred to traditional methods because
feature extraction can be automated.

Convolutional Neural Networks are one family of
neural networks that have been deployed for feature
extraction in neural network architectures for automated
lip-reading. They are a supervised learning method and
they account for majority of networks used for feature
extraction. The other family of architectures used for fea-
ture extraction include Autoencoders, Restricted Boltzmann
Machines and Deep Belief Networks which are all unsu-
pervised methods mainly used in dimensionality reduction
tasks.

A. FEED-FORWARD NEURAL NETWORKS
A feed-forward neural network is the most basic neural net-
work that can be used for feature extraction. Wand et al.
used a feed-forward network as part of a frontend for three
of their approaches where 51 different possible variants of
words from the GRID corpus were decoded with an LSTM
configuration used in the backend. A 40 × 40 pixel window
containing the lips was extracted from each video frame
before being converted to grayscale and flattened into a 1D
vector. This was performed for every frame that made up the
video and so videos were inputted into the frontend in the
form of 2D matrices.

Feed-forward neural networks are limited in comparison
to other architectures that can be used for feature extraction
including Autoencoders and CNNs because image frame pix-
els from videos have to be stacked together. This means that
feed-forward neural networks simply compress image data
without being able to learn the spatial and temporal features
needed for processing sequential inputs.

B. AUTOENCODERS AND RBMs
An Autoencoder is a network used for learning compressed
distributions of data. Autoencoders consist of an encoder and
decoder. The encoder converts data in higher-dimensional
space to lower-dimensional space, while the decoder trans-
forms the lower-dimensional data into higher-dimensional
data. For input data x, the autoencoder tries learning identity
relationship xout = x by tuning the network weights and
biases when the network is being trained. The loss function is
simply the difference between xout and x which the network
tries to minimise. The operations performed by the encoder
and a decoder are given in Eqs. 2 to 5 respectively. W is the
encoder weight matrix, b is the encoder bias matrix,W T is the
decoder weight matrix, and b′ is encoder bias matrix [76].

Encoder(x) = Wx + b (2)

Decoder(x) = W T x + b′ (3)

min(floss : W T (Wx + b)+ b′, x) (4)

CAE = WAE I + b (5)

The Decoder section of the Autoencoder is only used for
training and discarded for validation as it the compressed
represented learned by the Encoder that is used for feature
extraction in lip-reading [76].

Real Boltzmann Machines have an identical structure to
Autoencoders, but they differ in that they use stochastic units
with a particular distribution(usually Binary of Gaussian)
instead of deterministic distribution. The learning procedure
consists of several steps of Gibbs sampling where the weights
are adjusted to minimize the loss function [76].

Petridis et al. proposed lip-reading systems in a number of
works that use bottleneck RBMs to do the feature extraction
for lip-reading sentences. Their work in [77] decoded phrases
from the OuluVS2 using an LSTM backend with two visual
input streams. The first input stream uses inputs of 2D image
frames converted into grayscale, while the second stream uses
the difference between two consecutive frames as the input
where feature extraction is performed for that input. For the
outputs of both bottlenecks, the first and second derivatives
are processed and added to the bottleneck outputs. Each
overall output stream is then is fed into an LSTM layer with
both LSTM outputs then concatenated and passed into a Bidi-
rectional LSTMwith their information combined. The output
layer is a softmax layer that performs the classification.

Petridis et al.’s architecture in [78] is similar to that
of [77] except the second input stream takes audio as an
input as opposed to taking in the differential of two con-
secutive images frames, as well using bidirectional LSTMs
at the end of each input instead of unidirectional LSTMs.
Petridis et al. [79] presented a third system for tacklingmulti-
view lip-reading for sentence prediction. There are three
architecturally identical streams to extract features from three
images captured from different angles. The outputs are con-
catenated and passed into a Bidirectional LSTM and a soft-
max layer that perform classification in an identical manner
to [77] and [78]. Meanwhile, Petridis et al.’s fourth proposed
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FIGURE 6. CNN diagrams with 2D kernel CNN shown on the left and Concatenated Image Frame CNN on the right.

architecture [14] is similar to [78] except that the system uses
only visual inputs with no audio for assistance.

Autoencoders and RBMs do have advantages over CNNs;
one is that they are unsupervised learning techniques and
can map data from higher dimensions to lower dimensions
in isolation without the need for any labelled classification.
They also have simpler topologies to tune and are quicker
and more compact for backpropagation [80].

Autoencoders and RBMs do have limitations in their fea-
ture extraction capabilities. Whilst Autoencoder or RBMs
try to capture as much information as possible, they can be
inefficient if information that is most relevant the classifier
makes up only a small part of the input and so an autoencoder
or RBM may lose a lot of it. CNNs are better at separating
relevant information from redundant information [80].

C. 2D CNNs
It is common to have a series of 2D CNN kernels whereby
feature extraction is performed for each individual image
frame(Figure 6). A CNN will extract features using architec-
tural layers for convolution, pooling and normalization; and
for a 2D CNN, the convolution stage involves convolving an
input ywith aweightω of pixel widthw and pixel width h over
the different channels. For the expression shown in Eq. 6, C
represents the different channels for the image. There will be
three channels for RGB pixels and 1 channel for grayscale
pixels and the convolution may consist of an arbitrary bias b.

(y⊗ ω)wh =
C∑
c=1

kw∑
w′=1

kh∑
h′=1

ycw′h′ωc,w′+w,h′+h (6)

Noda et al. [81] were among the first group to use
CNNs for lip-reading in a task of extracting visual fea-
ture sequences for 6 people speaking 300 Japanese words
whereby the output formed the input of a Gaussian Mix-
ture Model-Hidden Markov Model(GMM-HMM) used for
classification. Their results demonstrated that the visual fea-
tures acquired by CNNs were significantly better than those
acquired using traditional methods like PCAs. They later

proposed a lip-reading system that incorporated audio as an
input for assistance to create an audio-visual speech recogni-
tion system.

Garg et al. [82] were the first to use Concatenated Frame
Images(CFIs) as shown in Figure 6 where a 2D CNNwith the
VGG topology was used as their frontend(the structure of a
VGG CNN is shown in Figure 7). Image frames were inter-
twined within one giant image frame to form the input of the
LSTM that was utilised for classification where they effec-
tively transformed the temporal information per data-point
into spatial information. Their model was trained and tested
on videos from MIRACL-VC1 dataset and their best perfor-
mance was achieved when freezing the VGG parameters and
then training the LSTM, rather than training both the backend
and frontend simultaneously.

Li et al. [83] acknowledged that dynamic features are
a better representation of moving lips than static features,
so they represented lip movements not in the form of static
images, but in the form of dynamic images. Dynamic images
are obtained by calculating the first-order regression coeffi-
cients of every three consecutive image frames. The extracted
features formed the input of an HMMwhich classified words
from the Japanese word-based ATR dataset that consisted
of 2620 words for training and 216 words for testing.

Chung and Zisserman proposed SyncNet [84], a CNN
consisting of 5 convolution layers and 5 fully-connected lay-
ers. Grayscale images are the input, with a feature vector
as the frontend output. The output of each CNN kernel is
then concatenated and inputted into a single LSTM and their
overall model performs the classification of phrases from the
OuluVS dataset. The LSTM processes the feature vector as
a temporal sequence and with a Softmax layer, a class is
predicted. They repeat the same task using almost the same
architecture except with a VGG-M topology for the CNN
kernels that was already pre-trained in ImageNet with its
weights being frozen for training as opposed to the SyncNet.
An accuracy rate for validation of the initial SyncNet model
of 92.8%was recorded in comparison to a validation accuracy
rate of just 25.4% and the main reason for the former model
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FIGURE 7. CNN architectures corresponding to VGG Network, AlexNet, NIN and GoogleLeNet.

performing significantly better was that the SyncNet kernels
were trained directly on the lip-reading data as opposed to the
VGG-M kernels which were not.

Lee et al. [85] devised a multi-view lip-reading system
and experimented with three scenarios: single-view, cross-
view, and multiple-view. Their system consisted of a fron-
tend with two layers of CNN kernels and a backend with
a two-layer LSTM, that was trained and validated on the
OuluVS2 corpus. The corpus contains images of lip move-
ments that were divided into 5 groups including frontal, 30◦,
45◦, 60◦ and profile. For the single-view scenario, training
and testing was performed for each group separately. For
the cross-view scenario, data from all angles were trained

together and validated on each one of the 5 groups separately.
For the multiple-view scenario, images of each of the poses
where merged into one frame and the network was trained
and tested on the merged data.

Lu and Li [63] introduced a hybrid neural network archi-
tecture composed of a CNN and an attention-based LSTM for
lip-reading. Firstly, they extracted key frames (numbers zero
to nine in English for three males and three females) from an
independent database they created. They then implemented
the VGG network to extract lip image features and found that
the image feature extraction results were fault-tolerant and
effective. Lastly, they used two fully connected layers and a
SoftMax layer to classify the test samples. The approach they
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proposed was superior to traditional lip-reading recognition
methods. Specifically, in the test dataset, the accuracy of the
proposed model was 88.2%, which was 3.3% higher than the
general CNN-RNN.

Saitoh et al. [86] devised a system that takes CFIs as an
input, where lip images are merged into one single frame like
the approach of Garg et al. [82]. They used three different
CNN models with three different topologies to extract fea-
tures from CFIs that include the Network in Network(NIN)
[87], AlexNet, and GoogLeNet. The NIN uses 4 four Mlp-
conv blocks with a max pooling layer between each block,
and a softmax layer at the end of the network; AlexNet
uses five convolution layers and three fully connected lay-
ers; while GoogLeNet is a 22-layer neural network that
uses a sparse connection architecture to avoid computational
bottlenecks(diagrams of the overall networks are shown in
Figure 7). On a classification task of decoding digits and
phrases from the OuluVS2 corpus, the system that used the
GoogLeNet CNN attained the best performance result.

Chung and Zisserman [40] used VGG-based CNNs for fea-
ture extraction when lip-reading words in continuous speech
from the LRWdataset. They proposed two different structures
including Early Fusion(EF) and Multiple Tower (MT), which
both concatenate the outputs of the different CNN kernel
streams at different stages. The EF model involves applying
2D CNN kernels to every grayscale ROI and concatenating
the outputs before applying convolution layers and pooling
layers.Whereas theMTmodel uses extracted ROIs with RGB
pixels and applies one stage of convolution and pooling to
the outputs of every stream individually before concatenating
the streams. Performance results indicated that theMTmodel
performed the best.

Mesbah et al. [88] proposed a CNN structure (HCNN)
based on Hahn moments and Hahn moments are effective in
the sense that they can be used to extract the most useful
information in image frames to reduce redundancy. Hahn
moments are applied to the frames at the input to extract
moments and input them to the CNN-based frontend and
this helps to reduce the dimensionality of video images so
that images can be represented with fewer dimensions. The
frontend which takes moment matrices as the input, con-
sists of three convolutional layers and two fully connected
layers. A softmax layer was used for backend and the
lip-reading system performedword classification on the LRW
dataset whereby each word was encoded as an individual
class.

Zhang et al. [89] proposed a visual speech recognition
system called LipCH-Net, for recognizing Chinese sentences
from the challenging CCTV dataset in two stages. The first
stage involved the conversion of image sequences as an input,
to Pinyin as an output; while for the second stage, the decoded
Pinyin was converted to Hanzi. The inputs take the form of
fixed-size grayscale images where CNN kernels following
the VGG-M topology extract the features which are then
followed by a 14-layer ResNet (each block consists of two
convolutional layers, plus batch normalization and rectified

linear units). The backend consists of two LSTMs with a
CTC. The architecture for performing the second stage of
Pinyin-to-Hanzi conversion uses an attention-based GRU.

Lu et al. [90] used a CNN and RNN to construct a speech
training system for hearing impaired individuals and dyspho-
nic people. First and foremost, a speech training database
was built which stored mouth shapes of normal people and
the corresponding gesture language vocabulary. The overall
system combines the MobileNet and the LSTM networks to
performs lip-reading and then, the system finds the correct
lip shape matching the sign language vocabulary from the
speech training database and compares the result with the
lip shape of the hearing impaired. Finally, the system will
compare and analyze the lips size, opening angle, lip shape
and other information of the hearing impaired, and provide a
standard lip-reading sequence for the learning and training of
the hearing impaired.

It should be noted that the use of 2D CNNs for fea-
ture extraction in lip-reading when dealing with sequential
inputs is limited because such an architecture would only
learn spatial features without learning temporal features.
Even if dynamic frames were to be used as opposed to
static frames, the architecture would still be compromising
on the loss of spatial features, so it is necessary to learn
both spatial and temporal information. It is for this rea-
son that 3D or spatiotemporal CNNs were introduced into
lip-reading.

D. 3D CNNs
The obvious difference between 2D and 3D networks is the
extra dimension involved in the convolution process with the
time dimension so the expression for convolution in Eq. 7 for
a 3D CNN will be similar to that of Eq. 6 but with a time
parameter t . Figure 8 shows an outline a lip-reading system
with a 3D CNN frontend.

(y⊗ ω)wht =
C∑
c=1

kt∑
t ′=1

kw∑
w′=1

kh∑
h′=1

yct ′w′h′ωc,t ′+t,w′+w,h′+h (7)

Assael et al. [91] proposed an architecture with a frontend
consisting of a spatiotemporal CNN, which extracts features
from lip images with RGB pixels once pre-processing had
been applied to videos from the GRID dataset which the
architecture was trained and tested on. The backend con-
sisted of 2 bidirectional GRUs, a softmax layer using ASCII
characters as classes and a CTC for temporal alignments.
Fung and Mak [92] proposed an architecture for decoding
10 sentences from the OuluVS2 corpus and they used a
similar network for their backend, though their frontend used

FIGURE 8. Diagram with 3D CNN frontend.
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more 3D convolution layers and used max-out activation
function instead of pooling. Their backend consisted of two
bidirectional LSTMs with a softmax layer for classifica-
tion whereby sentences were treated as individual classes,
unlike Assael et al.’s [91] system which predicted sentences
as sequences of ASCII characters.

Torfi et al. [92] proposed an audio-visual speech system
that uses a coupled 3D CNN for the visual stream with
grayscale images as the input and four layers of 3D con-
volution in total. For the audio stream, the first layer uses
a 3D convolutional layer to extract spatiotemporal features
after extracting MFCC features from speech signals; whereas
the second layer uses 2D convolution to extract spatiotem-
poral features. The outputs of both streams are then com-
bined into a representation space, so that the correspondence
between the audio and visual streams can be evaluated.

Chung et al. [38] constructed an audio-visual speech
recognition system called Watch, Listen, Attend, and
Spell (WLAS) which consists of four components: Watch,
Listen, Attend, and Spell. The front-end consists of a
‘‘Watch’’ component for the visual stream and a ‘‘Listen’’
for the audio component, with ‘‘Attend’’ and ‘‘Spell’’ com-
ponents making up the back-end. The Watch component
processes 5 consecutive grayscale images at a time with five
3D convolution layers, one fully connected layer, and three
LSTM layers. Each LSTM at every timestep is part of an
overall encoder LSTM configuration. The Listen component
for the audio stream follows a similar structure except that
MFCCs are used to extract features from the audio inputs
as opposed to CNNs. The Spell component of the back-end
network consists of three LSTMs, two attention mecha-
nisms [93], and a Multi-layer Perceptron(MLP). The atten-
tion mechanisms process the context information of Watch
and Listen to generate the context vectors for the Watch and
Listen components. The decoder LSTM network in Spell
uses the previous step output, the previous decoder LSTM
state and the previous context vectors of Watch and Listen
to generate the decoder state and output vectors. Finally,
a MLP and softmax layer predict the outputted sentence by
generating probability distribution of possible output ASCII
characters.

Xu et al. [94] proposed a network called LCANet specif-
ically designed to encode rich semantic features, that was
trained on the GRID corpus and decodes sentences on an
ASCII character-level. The frontend of the LCANet entails
3D convolutional layers and a highway network, while the
backend uses Bidirectional GRU networks with a Cascaded
Attention-CTC. The LCANet takes in images frames and uses
the 3D-CNN to encode both spatial and temporal information
with two layers of highway networks [95] on top of the 3D-
CNN. The highway networkmodule has two gates that allows
the neural network to transfer some input information directly
to the output.

Yang et al. [41] proposed an architecture called the
D3D model for lip-reading Chinese words from the LRW-
1000 dataset. It consists of a front-end with a spatiotemporal

CNN following a similar topology to that of DenseNet that
has stages of Convolution, Batch Normalization and pool-
ing at the beginning; followed by three combinations of a
DenseBlock and Trans-Block, plus a final Dense-Block at
the end. Each Dense-Block contains two successive layers of
convolution and batch normalisation while the Trans-Block
contains three layers that include Batch Normalization, Con-
volution and Average Pooling. The backend consists of two
Bidirectional GRUs with a softmax layer of 100 classes for
each of the 100 words in the LRW-1000 dataset.

Chen et al. [64] constructed a neural network for Mandarin
sentence-level lipreading consisting of two sub-networks.
To predict the Hanyu Pinyin sequence for the input lip
sequence, they combined a 3D CNN and a DenseNet with
a two layer resBi-LSTM for the first part of the network,
which was trained by a CTC loss function. The second part of
the network converted Hanyu Pinyin into Chinese characters,
and it consisted of a set of multi-headed attention that was
trained using the cross-entropy loss function. The procedure
in converting Hanyu Pinyin to Chinese characters does result
in an 8% drop in accuracy rate. In consideration of the result,
Chinese characters would be diverse on account of the differ-
ent contexts whether Hanyu Pinyin is same or not.

3D CNNs can extract both spatial and temporal features
more effectively than 2D CNNs. However, one drawback
of 3D CNNs is that they require more powerful hardware and
thus require high computation and storage costs. A compro-
mise that is often made is to alleviate the limitations of both
scenarios by using a 3D + 2D convolution neural network
which consists of a mixture of 2D and 3D convolution layers.
This helps to extract the necessary temporal features of lip
movements and to limit the hardware capabilities required in
performing feature extraction for lip-reading.

E. 2D + 3D CNNs
Frontends with a mixture of 2D and 3D CNNs will perform
a combination of operations given in Eqs. 6 and 7. Figure 9
shows an outline a lip-reading system with a frontend con-
taining 2D and 3D CNNs.

Stafylakis and Tzmiropoulos [96] proposed a visual speech
recognition system for decoding words from the LRW corpus
using grayscale images as an input. The front-end network
consists of a 3D CNN and 2D ResNet, in which the 3D CNN
has just one layer with which to extract short-term features of
lip movements. The 2D ResNet has 34 layers which includes
a max-pooling layer for reducing the feature vector’s spatial
dimensionality until the output is a one-dimensional feature
vector. The backend is a two-layer Bidirectional LSTM with
a softmax layer to classify one of 500 word classes.

Stafylakis and Tzmiropoulos proposed a visual speech
system in [97] similar to that of [96] but with modifications
to the architecture which included the use of word embed-
dings, to summarize the information of the mouth region
that is relevant to the problem of word recognition, while
suppressing other varying attributes such as speaker, pose
and illumination. Other modifications from their architecture
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FIGURE 9. Diagram with frontend composed of 2D and 3D CNN kernels.

of [96] include the use of a smaller ResNet to reduce the total
number of parameters from∼ 24 million to∼ 17 million, and
of word boundaries passed to the backend as an additional
feature.

Margam et al. [98] devised a 3D+2D CNN architec-
ture configuration for decoding ASCII characters to pre-
dict spoken sentences from the GRID corpus, taking in
RGB-pixelated images frames as an input. Their frontend
consisted of two blocks of 3D CNNs followed by two blocks
of 2D CNNs; where each 3D CNN block consists of a layer
for convolution, pooling and batch normalisation, and each
2D CNN block will consist of layers for convolution and
batch normalisation. Their backend consists of two Bidirec-
tional LSTMs with a CTC for temporal alignment.

In summary, CNNs are the most widely used network for
feature extraction techniques in deep learning-based auto-
mated lip-reading. They have advantages over Autoencoders,
RBMs and Feed-forward networks in that they are more
effective at learning both spatial and temporal features as well
as being themost effective in extracting relevant features from
any redundant features. For spatio-temporal data, frontends
will either deploy 2D CNNs, 3D CNNs or 2D+3D CNNs;
but the use of 2D+3D CNNs appears to be the most preferred
as they are a compromise between being able to extract the
necessary temporal features of lip movements in the most
effective way, and to limit the hardware capabilities required
in performing feature extraction.

V. CLASSIFICATION
The first neural network-based lip-reading systems were
designed to classify isolated speech units such as individual
letters, digits and words; where each speech segment or word

was codified a class. This approach was sufficient for classi-
fying visual speech that was limited to a limited number of
discrete classes. For many systems that classified individual
words such as Saitoh et al. [86] or Ngiam et al. [6], it was
sufficient to use a backend that was composed of only a
softmax layer for classification. Both of their architectures
consisted of a frontend with a CNN for feature extraction a
softmax layer backend to classify one of the possible words
that had been uttered from the list of possible words contained
within either of the OuluVS2 and LRWcorpuses respectively.

A backend with solely a softmax layer would be suffi-
cient for classifying speech in the form of a limited number
of phrases where each phrase is treated as a class like
Saitoh et al. [86] did with their approach. However when
people utter phrases or even longer words, there is tempo-
ral information that can be exploited by neural networks to
decipher between phrases and long words, which is why
many visual speech recognitions systems use backends with
networks for processing temporal sequences such as Recur-
rent Neural Networks(RNNs). They give a neural network
architecture greater discriminative power when distinguish-
ing between classes by learning conditional dependencies.
Table 2 lists many of the automated lip-reading approaches
which use deep-learning classification networks respectively
and many of them are listed in the works of [10] and [11].

A. RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS
RNNs are a sequence-based neural network used in many
tasks including language modelling, machine translation and
speech recognition. Recurrent Neural Networks(RNNs) can
be used to predict sequences based on the output of partic-
ular timesteps which is what makes them useful for natural
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TABLE 2. Performance of lip-reading systems with deep learning-based classification algorithms.
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TABLE 2. (Continued.) Performance of lip-reading systems with deep learning-based classification algorithms.

language processing tasks where in language models for
instance, they can predict the next character in a word
or the next word in a sequence of words [5]. A vanilla RNN is
the simplest form of RNN, but Vanilla RNNs do suffer from
the problem of vanishing gradients when trying to learn long-
term dependencies. This is why RNNs used for lip-reading
generally take the form of LSTMs or GRUs which consist of
gates to control information that is transmitted through the
network cells to control the gradient’s value.

An LSTM is one variant of RNN which uses three gates
to regulate the state and output at different timesteps [99].
An LSTM uses its gate structure to combine long and
short-term memory to alleviate the problem of vanishing
gradients. GRUs [100] are a more simplified form of RNN
in comparison to LSTMs as they use just two gates instead
of three. A diagram of an LSTM cell is shown in Figure 10
while a diagram of a GRU cell is shown in Figure 11.

FIGURE 10. Long-Short Term Memory Cell.

Unidirectional RNNs rely on just forward transmission,
whereby the output depends on the input at that partic-
ular timestep and the output of the previous timestep.
Bidirectional RNNs however rely on both forwards and
backwards transmission where the output of a particular
timestep relies not just on the current input and previous
timestep output, but also on the successive timestep output
too. A speech segment can be dependent on the successive
segment as well as the previous one however. Bidirectional
RNNs do use roughly double the number of parameters and
so take longer to train.

FIGURE 11. Gated Recurrent Unit Cell.

For lip-reading sentences that are more random and not
repetitive such as those in the TIMIT and LRS2 corpuses,
it is not possible to encode each sentence as a class and even
to encode each word as a class is not feasible because of
there are thousands of different possible words to account for.
Visual speech recognition systems that decode sentences will
often use ASCII characters to decode sentences by learning
conditional dependence relationships of how they appear in
words.

When automating speech recognition in real time, infor-
mation about where a particular character starts and ends in
the image frame sequence will generally be unavailable and
the use of RNNs to learn sequences of characters will not be
sufficient without being able to learn the temporal alignment
of the sequence.

B. ATTENTION MECHANISMS + CTCs
AnAttention mechanism is one way of learning to temporally
align predictions of an input sequence. An attention-based
RNN will predict a decoder state s and for every timestep,
a context vector ci will be generated which is an indicator
of how dependant the output at a timestep is to the output of
another particular timestep.

The context vector of a timestep is generated by calculating
an alignment model eij which scores how well the input
around position j and the output at position i match. This
alignment model is then exponentiated and normalised by
dividing by the sum of exponentiated alignment models to
give a weight αij. Finally, the context vector for the timestep
is calculated by summing over the all weights and annotations
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for that timestep. Using the decoder state and context vectors,
the RNN can construct an output probability distribution to
predict an output sequence. Relationships between all the
variables are shown in Eqs. 8 to 12.

eij = a
(
si−1, hj

)
(8)

αij =
exp

(
eij
)∑T

k=1 exp (eik)
(9)

ci =
Tx∑
j=1

αijhj (10)

p(yi|y1, . . . , yi−1, x) = g (yt−1, st , c) (11)

si = f (si, yi−1, ci) (12)

There are two main problems posed by using atten-
tion mechanisms for temporal alignment in automated lip-
reading. The first is the length variation between the input
and output sequences in speech recognition that makes it
more difficult to track the alignment and secondly, the basic
temporal attention mechanism is too flexible and allows for
extremely non-sequential alignments.

A Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [101]
model predicts frame labels and then looks for the opti-
mal alignment between the frame predictions and the output
sequence. A CTC can resolve the problem of input sequences
and output sequences not being equivalent in length because
of people speaking at different speeds.

If T is taken to the number of time steps in the sequence
model, for example T = 3, a CTC defines the probability
of the string ‘‘me’’ as p(mme) + p(mεe) + . . . + p(mee) and
there exists a ε symbol in the case of repeated characters to
make sure that the CTC does not group symbols when there
are supposed to be repetitions.

For an input sequence X = [x1, x2 . . . , xT ] to a backend,
an output sequence Y = [y1, y2, . . . , yU ] is predicted and the
aim is to find the most likely sequence Y ∗. A label l will have
a set of possible paths with each path π corresponding to a
possible frame prediction sequence. Eqs. 13 to 15 indicate
how the CTC loss LCTC is calculated.

p(π |x) =
T∏
t=1

p(πt |x) (13)

p(l|x) =
∑
i

p(πi|x) (14)

LCTC = − ln p(l|x) (15)

Assael et al. [91] were the first to introduce CTCs into
lipreading when ASCII characters were used as units of
classification. Bidirectional GRUs were used in the backend
along with a CTC for temporal alignment and a CTC loss
function to train the system.

The use of CTCs do have constraints, one being that input
sequences must be longer than output sequences. CTCs also
assume that character labels are conditionally independent
and that each output is the probability of observing one
particular label at a particular timestep. CTCs therefore focus

more on local information from nearby frames than global
information from all frames. It for this reason that lip-reading
systems that use attention mechanisms perform better than
those with CTCs for visual only speech recognition; whereas
those that use CTCs are the better option for audio-visual
speech recognition when there is available audio.

Xu et al. [94] tackle the problem of the conditional
independence limitation in CTCs by using a Cascaded
Attention-CTC which tries to capture information from a
longer context. Their frontend follows an Encoder-Decoder
structure with two bidirectional GRUs in the Encoder and an
Attention-CTC configuration with a hidden layer in between
the Encoder and Decoder. The Decoder alleviates the con-
ditional independence limitation by cascading the CTC with
attention. This not only serves to address limitations of the
CTC but also the limitations of using an Attention mecha-
nism by itself because a Cascaded Attention-CTC can reduce
uneven alignments during training in order to eliminate
unnecessary non-sequential predictions between the decoded
result and ground truth.

C. TRANSFORMERS
RNNs account for the majority of frontend networks in neural
network based lip-reading systems. However, a new trend in
the use of Transformers has emerged in some of the most
recent approaches to classification in lip-reading and they are
appear to be replacing RNNs in many lip-reading systems.

Transformers are designed to allow parallel computation
by processing entire inputs as at once rather than processing
them sequentially like RNNs. Transformers require less time
to train than RNNs because they avoid recursion, and they are
better at capturing long term dependencies.

Afouras et al. [102] proposed three architectures that
perform ASCII character-level classification for lip-reading
sentences from the BBC LRS2 dataset. All three systems
consist of an identical frontend with a 3D-CNN followed
by a ResNet. The first architecture consisted of a backend
with three stacked Bidirectional LSTMs trained with a CTC
loss, and where decoding was implemented using a beam
search that utilised information from an external language
model. The second system used an attention-based trans-
former with an encoder-decoder structure that follows the
baseline model of [103]. The Transformer model was the
best performing model and it attained better word accuracies
than the Bidirectional LSTM for every evaluation scenario
and the author observed for instance that the Transformer
model was far better at generating to longer sequences than
the Bidirectional LSTM model - particularly for sequences
longer than 80 frames. Moreover, the Bidirectional LSTM
model had a limited capacity for learning long-term, non-
linear dependences and modelling complex grammar rules
because of the CTC’s assumption of timestep outputs being
conditionally independent.

Ma et al. [104] proposed an audio-visual lip-reading sys-
tem with a frontend composed of a spatiotemporal CNN
and a ResNet-18 network. The visual backend uses the
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‘‘Conformer’’ variant of the Transformer which follows
a similar structure to that of Vaswani et al. [103]. It is
convolution-augmented in that it uses convolutional layers
in the Encoder because whilst Transformers are good at
modelling long-range global context, they are less capable of
extracting fine-grained local feature patterns - whereas CNNs
can exploit local information.

A MLP is used to concatenate the outputs of the audio
and visual streams whereby the output of the MLP forms
the input of the Transformer Decoder which uses a hybrid
CTC/Attention model that is specifically designed to address
the individual limitations to the use of either a CTC or
Attention model individually. This is done by generating a
loss for the CTC and for the Conformer Encoder individu-
ally and adding them together using aggregated loss func-
tion [104] (Eq. 16).

Loss = α log pCTC (y|x)+ (1− α) log pCE (y|x) (16)

D. TEMPORAL CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORKS
Temporal Convolutional Networks(TCNs) are another form
of neural network that have emerged as an alternative to
RNNs for sequence classification. Recently in many NLP
tasks there has been a move towards the use of purely con-
volutional models for sequence modelling.

Like Transformers, TCNs have an advantage over RNNs
in that they can process inputs in parallel as opposed to
processing the input at every timestep sequentially. They
are also advantageous because they are flexible in changing
receptive field size; which can be done by stacking more
convolutional layers, using larger dilation factors, or increas-
ing filter size which allows for better control of the model’s
memory size. Furthermore, TCNs do not suffer from the prob-
lem of exploding or vanishing gradients because they have a
backpropagation path different from the temporal direction
of the sequence, as well as lower memory requirement for
training - particularly for long input sequences.

The third backend system used by Afouras et al. [102] for
lip-reading sentences from the BBC LRS2 corpus was a Fully
Convolutional(FC) model containing depth-wise separable
convolution layers, which consists of layers for performing
convolution along the spatial and temporal channel dimen-
sions. The network contains 15 convolutional layers that were
trained with a CTC loss where the decoding was performed in
the same way as the Bidirectional LSTM system [102]. The
FC model has advantages over the other two systems namely
the transformer-based and Bi-LSTM-based systems, in that it
uses fewer parameters and is quicker to train. Afouras et al.
also noted that the FC model gave them greater control
over the amount of future and past context by adjusting the
receptive field. The FC model performed better than the
Bidirectional LSTMmodel, though it did deliver diminishing
returns on performance for sequences longer than 80 frames.

Martinez et al. [105] constructed a word-based lip-reading
system similar to that of Petridis et al. [106] with a similar
frontend that entails a spatiotemporal CNN followed by a

ResNet-18 CNN. For the backend, the Bidirectional GRU has
been substituted with a network in its place that they proposed
called a Multi-Scale Temporal Convolutional Network
(MS-TCN); devised to tailor the receptive field of a TCN so
that long and short term information can be mixed up. AMS-
TCN block consists of a series of TCNs, each with a different
kernel size whereby the outputs are concatenated. Their sys-
tem was trained and evaluated on the English datasets LRW
and Mandarin dataset LRW-1000 achieving word accuracies
of 85.3% and 41.4% respectively. In addition to improving on
the accuracy of the system for Petridis et al. [106], they also
noted a reduction in the overall GPU training time which was
reduced by two thirds.

Ma et al. propose modifications to the system of
Martinez et al. by using a Densely Connected Temporal Con-
volutional Network (DC-TCN) instead of the MS-TCN con-
tained within the frontend for the aim of providing denser and
more robust temporal features. Two variants are used includ-
ing Fully-Dense(FD) and Partially-Dense(PD) architectures,
as well as an additional ‘‘Squeeze and Excitation’’ block
within the network which is a lightweight attention mech-
anism to further enhance the model’s classification power.
They improve on the word accuracies of Martinez et al. to
record word accuracies on the LRW and LRW-1000 datasets
of 88.4% and 43.7%.

In summary of classification techniques, RNNs are the
most frequently used backend network for predicting spoken
sentences and are often used in conjunction with mechanisms
for learning temporal alignment such as CTCs or Attention
mechanisms. CTCs align sequences based on the conditional
independence assumption, whereas attention mechanisms are
better at modelling conditional dependence and this is why
CTCs are the better option for audio-assisted speech recog-
nition and why attention mechanisms are more effective for
visual only speech recognition. RNNs however have started
to be superseded by the use of Attention-Transformers and
TCNs which both have advantages over RNNs in that they
can perform parallel computation and are better at learning
long-term dependencies. Out of all three networks, Attention-
Transformers appear to have attained the best classification
performance results when predicting sentences. However,
TCNs do have advantages over both RNNs and transformers
in that they take less time to train and are more flexible in
changing receptive field size.

VI. CLASSIFICATION SCHEMA
The first automated approaches to lip-reading started off with
recognising a limited number of speech units in the form of
digits, letters and words; especially as the first audio-visual
datasets that were available for training lip-reading systems
were limited and only focused on the classification of small
isolated speech segments. For this reason it was sufficient to
encode each speech segment as a class.

Eventually, the emergence of more audio-visual training
data covering a wider range of vocabulary saw the develop-
ment of lip-reading systemswith entire words a classes. Some
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approaches encoded entire phrases when performing the task
of speech recognition in videos of people uttering a limited
number of structured and repetitive phrases.

Some of the largest and most recent of lip-reading cor-
puses consist of people speaking in a continuous manner with
vocabularies coverings thousands of different words, and so
many lip-reading systems that have been trained to predict
entire sentences have opted for the use ASCII characters as a
classification schema as opposed to encoding every word as
a single class. This allows for fewer classes to be used and for
a reduction in the creation of computational bottleneck [130].
The use of ASCII characters also allows for natural language
to be modelled due to the conditional dependence relation-
ships that exist between ASCII characters. This makes it
easier to predict characters and words [38], [91], [96].

However, even the use of ASCII characters for automated
lip-reading of speech covering an extensive range of vocab-
ulary has its limitations. Neural networks for speech recog-
nition systems that use either words or ASCII characters as
classes are only able to predict words that the system has been
trained to predict, because in the case of using words as a
class, the word needs to be encoded as a class and have been
present in the training phase. While for the case of ASCII
characters, the prediction of words is based on combinations
of characters having been observed in training as patterns.

Furthermore, the models must be trained to cover a wide
range of vocabulary which would require a significant num-
ber of parameters, lots of hyperparameters to be optimised
and a significant volume of training data to be used. This is
in addition to the requirement of curriculum learning-based
strategies [131], [132] which involve further pre-processing,
such as the clipping of training videos with individuals speak-
ing so that the models can be trained on single word examples
to begin with, before gradually incrementing the length of the
sentences being spoken.

Other less frequently used classification schema include
visemes and phonemes. The usage of visemes for decoding
speech when trying to predict sentences has some unique
advantages. Firstly, the prediction of speech as sequences of
visemes as classes as opposed to sequences of either words or
ASCII characters would require a smaller overall number of
classes which alleviates computational bottleneck. In addi-
tion, the use of visemes does not require pre-trained lexi-
cons, which means that a lip-reading system which classifies
visemes can in theory be used to classify words that have not
been seen during training. A lip-reading system that predicts
speech using visemes as classes can be generalised to decod-
ing speech from people speaking in other languages because
many different languages often share identical visemes.

The general classification performance for recognising
individual segmented visemes has been less satisfactory com-
pared with the classification of words. This is due to the
natures of visemes tending to have a shorter duration than
words which results in there being less temporal information
available to distinguish between different classes, as well as

there being more visual ambiguity when it comes to class
recognition [118].

Moreover, the eventual prediction of words and sentences
based on decoding visemes requires a two-stage procedure
where visemes will be decoded as the first stage and with
a viseme-to-word conversion process being performed as
the second stage. One set of visemes can correspond to
multiple different sets of phonemes or sounds; unlike the
use of ASCII characters where there is one-to-one mapping
relationship when mapping characters to possible words or
sentences.

The viseme-to-word conversion is a challenge because
once visemes have been classified, there is a need to disam-
biguate between homopheme words(words that look identi-
cal when spoken but sound different [133]). This bottleneck
exists because of the one-to-many mapping correspondence
between visemes and phonemes. The conversion process
requires a language model to determine the most likely words
that have been uttered.

Phonemes have been more frequently used than visemes
as an intermediate classification schema in lip-reading where
speech is decoded in the form of phonemes, which are then
converted to words [8], [109], [134]–[136]. The classification
of phonemes as individual units using only visual speech
can never be done with as much precision as classifying
individual visemes due to the fact that many phonemes share
identical visemes and therefore look the same so context is
needed to resolve that problem.

Phonemes are more preferred to visemes though because
the conversion of phonemes to words will always comprise of
less ambiguity than the conversion of visemes to words. This
is because there are significantly fewer homophone words,
or words that sound the same in the English language than
homopheme words. Some of the language models used to
perform the phoneme-to-word conversion such as WFSTs
and HMMs use Markov chains and are limited in performing
viseme-to-word conversion with good precision due to their
inability to detect semantic and syntactic information needed
to discriminate between words with identical visemes.

It is still remains to be seen which is the most accurate
classification scheme to utilise out of visemes, phonemes and
ASCII characters. The performance of a lip-reading system
that uses ASCII characters can itself be enhanced by the
inclusion of a language model which means the decoding of
ASCII characters in predicting sentences can be performed
as a two-stage procedure. Afouras et al. [102] do include a
character-based language model to increase the likelihood
of a word being correctly predicted however, some of the
sentences that the model does not predict correctly are not
as grammatically sound as the ground-truth sentences. So the
model’s performance itself could be enhanced by including
a word-based language model to ensure that sentences being
predicted are the most likely given the combination of words
using a word-based language model to calculate sentence
perplexity.
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VII. PERFORMANCES IN LIP-READING
The AVLetters database is the most widely used cor-
pus for alphabet recognition. Zhao et al. [49] used LBP-TOP
for feature extraction and a Support Vector Machine(SVM)
for classification and they attained a 62.80% word accu-
racy rate(WAR). Pei et al. [137] recorded the highest WAR
of 69.60% with a RFMA based lip-reading system. Petridis
and Pantic [111] used a frontend that combined Deep Belief
Network features and DCT features, with an LSTM for
the backend achieving a 58.10% classification accuracy.
Hu et al. [138] proposed a system based onmultimodal RBMs
called Recurrent TemporalMultimodal Restricted Boltzmann
Machines and achieved a WAR of 64.63%.

CUAVE is the most frequently used database for digit
recognition. Papandreou et al. [139] used an AAM for feature
extraction with a HMM for classification for performing digit
recognition and they recorded a 83.00% word recognition
rate. Ngiam et al. [6] achieved a 68.70% word recogni-
tion rate using an RBM-Autoencoder. Rahmani and Almas-
ganj [140] extracted deep bottleneck features, and then used
a GMM-HMM for the language model to achieve a WAR
of 63.40%. Petridis et al. [77] achieved a WAR of 78.60%
using the dual flow method.

GRID is one of the oldest and most frequently used
databases for predicting phrases. Wand et al. [112] experi-
mented with three different feature extraction techniques for
their backend that included Eigenlips, HOG, and feedforward
neural networks. The lip-reading systems that used Eigenlips
and HOG for the respective frontends utilised an SVM for the
backend, while the lip-reading system with the feedforward
network in the frontend used an LSTM for the backend.
Performance results indicate that the combination of the feed-
forward network with an LSTM was the best model. Assael
et al. [91], Xu et al. [94] and Margam et al. [98] obtained
word accuracies of 95.20%, 97.10%, and 98.70% respectively
through the use of spatiotemporal convolutional networks and
Bidirectional RNNs.

OuluVS2 is the most widely usedmulti-view database. Lee
et al. [85] used a frontend that combined DCT and PCA
features, and an HMM to attain a 63.00% word accuracy
rate for phrase prediction. They also constructed a lip-reading
system that utilised a CNN for feature extraction and an
LSTM for classification achieving a 83.80% word accuracy
rate. Wu et al. [141] combined SDF features with STLP
features while using an SVM for classification, to achieve a
87.55% classification accuracy. Petridis et al. [65] obtained
a 96.90% word recognition rate based on the three-stream
method.

LRW is one of the most challenging datasets there is
for word classification which Chung and Zisserman [40]
used for training and validation. They obtained a word accu-
racy rate(WAR) of 61.10% with a spatiotemporal CNN,
while Torfi et al. [92] used a coupled 3D CNN for their
lip-reading system achieving a WAR of 98.50%. Stafylakis
and Tzimiropoulos [96] used a 3D CNN and ResNet for
their frontend with a Bidirectional LSTM backend obtaining

a WAR of 83.00%. In recent years; Zhang et al. [124],
Xiao et al. [125], Luo et al. [126] and Zhao et al. [127]
have all used a frontend with a 3D CNN and ResNet along
with a Bidirectional GRU for the backend and they all
recorded state-of-the-art performance results on the LRW
corpus with WARs of 85.20%, 84.13%, 83.50% and 84.41%
respectively. The best results that were recorded for the
validation on the LRW set were for the systems proposed
by Martinez et al. [105] and Ma et el. [128], [129] who all
used a 3D CNN and ResNet for the frontend with a TCN
for the backend and they correspondingly achieved WARs
of 85.30%, 88.36% and 88.50%. As discussed in Section V,
TCNs have advantages over RNNs and they are set to replace
RNNs for many sequence processing tasks.

For the BBC-LRS2 database, Chung et al. [38] pro-
posed aWatch-Attend-and-Spell system that achieved aWAR
of 49.80%. Afouras et al. [116] proposed two approaches
which both used a 3D CNN plus ResNet for the front-end.
One of their approaches used an attention-transformer for
the backend that trained with a CTC loss achieving a WAR
of 45.30%. Their other approach also used a backend with
a Transformer, but that was trained with a seq2seq loss and
achieved a WAR of 51.70%. Ma et al [104] proposed a
frontend with a 3D-CNN, ResNet plus Conformer Encoder
in tandem with a backend that used Decoder Transformer
and accomplished a word accuracy rate of 62.1%. Finally,
Fenghour et al. [9] devised a system that decoded videos in
two stages where visemes were predicted for the first stage
using a 3D-CNN plus ResNet with a Linear Decoder Trans-
former, and then words where predicted using a converter
that calculated perplexity scores using the pre-trained GPT
transformer. Fenghour et al. [9] achieved a WAR of 64.0%.

For the task of recognising shorter speech segments, tra-
ditional methods have outperformed deep learning-based
methods in terms of performance. This is because deep
learning requires large numbers of training samples and
because the focus of automated lip-reading research has
moved towards classifying larger speech units in the form of
words and entire sentences in continuous speech, plus there
is very little demand and effort to attempt to increase the
volume of training samples for people uttering isolated digits
and letters. For sentences prediction, deep learning methods
significantly outperform traditional methods. For word and
sentence prediction, Transformers and TCNs are starting to
replace RNNs due to their ability to better perform parallel
computation and learn long-term dependencies.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This survey reviews automated lip-reading systems running
from 2007 to 2021. One can see a progressions of visual
speech recognition systems moving from the use of tradi-
tional algorithms for letter and digit classification to the
use of deep neural networks for predicting words and sen-
tences thanks to the development of more advanced corpuses
such as BBC-LRS2, LRS3-TED, LSVSR and LRW-1000.
New datasets not only cover larger vocabularies covering
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thousands of words and uttered by thousands of people, they
also feature people speaking in varying poses, lighting con-
ditions and resolutions.

Lip-reading systems consist of components for feature
extraction and classification. 2D+3D CNNs are the most
preferred network for frontends because of their ability to
learn spatial and temporal features though Autoencoders do
have the advantage of being able to map visual feature data
from higher dimensional space into lower dimensional space
without the need for any labelled classification.

RNNs in the form of LSTMs and GRUs form the majority
of classification networks. In recent years though, Transform-
ers and TCNs have started to replace RNNs due to their
ability to better perform parallel computation, learn long-term
dependencies and be trained in a shorter period of time.

A variety of different classification schema have been
deployed where earlier classification networks encoded sin-
gle words as a class and later networks have used ASCII char-
acters to predict sentences covering huge lexicons. In theory,
the use of phonemes and visemes could mean that lip-reading
systems could be lexicon-free whereby a lip-reading system
could predict a word spoken by an individual that did not
appear in the training phase.

Other challenges inhibiting the progress of automated
lip-reading still remain. These include the need to predict
unseen words, i.e. predict spoken words that did not appear
in training phase and are not covered by the lexicon as well as
visual ambiguities where the semantic and syntactic features
of words can be learned for words that look the same when
spoken. From a visual perspective, there remains challenges
such as speaker dependency, especially when attempting to
generalise to speakers who have not appeared in the train-
ing data; the need to generalise to videos of varying spatial
resolution and the need to generalise to videos of different
frame rates while consisting of varying quantities of temporal
data.
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